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Abstract—To monitor the drowsiness of driver, this paper
describes an efficient method by using three well defined
phases. The threephases are facial features detection using
Viola Jones, the eyetracking and yawning detection. Once
the face is detected, the system is made illumination
invariant by segmenting the skin part alone and
considering only the chromatic components to reject most
of the non face image backgrounds based on skin color.
The tracking of eyes and yawning detection are done by
correlation coefficient template matching. They can easily
capture the image of the personby using a single camera
in all directions. The feature vectors from each of the
above phases are concatenated and a binarylinear support
vector machine classifier is used to classify the consecutive
frames into fatigue and nonfatigue states and sound an
alarm for the former, if it is above the threshold time.
Extensive real time experiments prove that the proposed
method is highly efficient in finding the drowsiness and
alerting the driver.
I. INTRODUCTION
Every year thousands of people in India lose their lives due to
traffic accidents. The role of human factor plays a key role in
the accidents. In general, the driver fatigue alone accounts for
around 25 percent of the road accidents and up to 60 percent
of road accidents result in death or serious injury. A main
cause of fatigue is sleeplessness or insomnia. So a drivers'
drowsiness state is a major factor in severe road accidents that
claims thousands of lives every year. In the recent years, use
of intelligent algorithms in cars has developed considerably.
These systems use WSNs to monitor and transmit the
condition of the car and the driver. Smart cars that use
software techniques to control engine speed, steering,
transmission, brake etc. has improved the quality of driving
significantly. Ad hoc networks were the first to develop the
automatic navigation systems in cars. A noticeable weakness
of these systems is that they don’t respond in real time to the
environmental changes. It is especially important in driving
where time is a critical factor in driver's decision. On the
other hand, another method to check the driver fatigue is
monitoring the physical condition and facial expressions of
the drivers, which wireless sensor networks are unable to
process and transmit these information with adequate
precision and a good recall. Hence it is very essential to
develop an efficient drowsiness detection system.
A. Survey of Existing systems
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In the past decade drowsiness has been investigated by various
researchers. In previous methods they have used the HOG SVM
approach for drowsiness detection and comparisons are
made with that of a human rater. The popularity of HOG SVM lies
with object detection and not with the eye blink detection. Further,
comparisons with a human rater in highly unreliable as human
decisions are prone to more errors than an automated one. In
previous methods have proposed a smart watch and a headband
containing sensors to identify drowsiness. But this is limited by the
choice of the driver who might not like to wear a headband and
might wear a different watch. In the authors used a supervised
learning method which needed a highly reliable ground truth. The
authors used PERCLOS features for eye status detection. All the
human-defined eye features used in their research were calculated
from eyelid movements. This means the features are a subset of
information provided by eyelid movements. Hence, extracting and
utilizing only those artificial features can lead to loss of some
meaningful information. Researches have used speaking and smile
detection as emotion detection parameters. In the absence of which
a possible drowsiness condition can occur. Use of such a system
can only make the algorithm more complex to identify drowsiness.
Kim et al have used deep learning and facial expression
recognition. But, this approach has the shortcoming of requirement
of a huge amount of data to train a neural network to work with a
high level of accuracy. Trivedi have considered only the iris status
for drowsiness detection. They don’t consider yawning detection or
head lowering which could lead to a system with a much better
accuracy. Singh, R. K., et al. have integrated an electrode within a
steering wheel to monitor the heart rate and sound alarm in case of
fatigue. The approach is still at a very nascent phase as stated in
their paper. This paper presents a new method of drowsiness
detection which monitors the status of eyes and mouth and does
not require any sensors or wearable devices and works well under
Various illumination conditions. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: Section II contains the design framework for the
proposed method. Section III gives details about real time
implementation algorithm , IV presents the result and V presents
the conclusions and future scope.
The proposed system initializes automatically, tracks, and
determines visual attention parameters like orientation of face. A
moving vehicle presents new challenges like variable lighting and
changing backgrounds. The system was tested in both stationary
and moving vehicles with negligible differences in the accuracy of
the system. With moving vehicles the system did not encounter any
difficulty with the changing background. Further the system has
performed well under a wide variety of daytime illumination
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levels, from strong daylight, to heavy cloud cover, to a half of propertiesof the eye, the center of the eye is determined . Finallythe
the driver’s face in sunlight and the other in shadow.The pupil is identified. If eyes are open then it is treated as thenormal
state during which the alarm is not set off. If eyes areclosed then it
results also show that the system can track through local lip
is treated as the fatigue state during which thealarm is set on.Edge
motion like yawning.
detection can be viewed as the process of localizingpixel intensity
transitions. There exist several edge detectionmethods such as
Sobel. Such methods have been proposed fordetecting transitions
in images. In the proposed work, Sobelwhich is an edge detection
method is preferred over othersmethods like Canny. The Canny
edge and other suchalgorithm solved these problems by first
blurring the imageslightly, followed by an algorithm that can
effectively thin theedges to one-pixel. This constitutes a slower
process, hence,Sobel operator is highly recommended over Canny
in massivedata communication especially in image transfer. The
Sobeldetector convolves the image with a filter that has
small,separable, and integer valued function in both horizontal
andvertical directions. Hence it is a relatively inexpensive
methodof
computation.
Secondly
the
gradient
Fig.1 The proposed framework
approximationproduced by it is relatively crude, which is best
suited for highfrequency variations such as eye blinking during
fatigue.The status of the eyes is determined in every frame
II. DROWSINESS DETECTION FRAMEWORK
usingthe correlation coefficient template matching method.
Byconsidering the variations to the connected pixels and
The proposed framework is illustrated in above figure
thesimilarity ratio to the eye pixels sufficiently, the specificregion
Initially a camera acquires the video of the driver. Then this
of the eyes is obtained. The Sobel edge detectionmethod is also
video is broken down into frames. The below sections give a
used to detect the eyes’ precise and exactboundaries. The
description of the methodology followed once the frames are
technique starts from left and right side, tofind eyes, therefore can
acquired.
detect the eyes separately. Thedetected eyes are segmented from
A. Face Detection and Skin Segmentation
The face detection is done by Viola Jones . The main aim of the image and are used togenerate an eye template, by this means
one can obtain arather stable eye template for the status analyzing
face detection is to minimize the false detections in
and alsoreduce the influence of light reflections. Fig.3 shows the
identifying facial expressions. The importance of this part is
eyetemplate generation process. To distinguish the fatigue,
to accurately locate the position of the eyes and the mouth.
Once the face is detected, skin segmentation is performed by theeyes’ states should be recognized accurately. The two
factorswhich can affect the size of the eyes are described here.
converting the image to YCbCr domain. The biggest
C. Hierarchical Lip Tracking
advantage of converting the image to the YCbCr domain is
that, the influence of luminosity can be eliminated by The lip tracking system is designed as a multi-strategy lip tracker.
The first strategy is the most accurate but most unstable and is used
considering only the chromatic components. In the RGB
if it gives a correct estimate for the lip corners. The second strategy
domain, each component of the image i.e red, green and blue
has a different brightness. But, in the YCbCr domain all the is not as accurate but more stable and is used if the first strategy
gives a bad estimate. The third strategy is coarse but very stable
brightness information is given by the Y-component, since
the Cb (blue) and Cr (red) components are completely and is used if the other strategies fail. In parallel, a fourth strategy,
the affine transformation of small windows around the lip corners
independent of the luminosity. The domain conversions are
is computed and the old lip corner is warped to get the new lip
used to segment the RGB image into Y, Cb, Cr components.
corner using it. This step produces a more stable value for the lip
Despite the fact that skin colors differ from person to person,
corners and is used, but is periodically updated by the first three
and race to race, it was found that the color remains
strategies’ estimate. For the first strategy, the dark line between the
distributed over a very tiny region in the chrominance plane.
lips is automatically found as follows : The center of the lips will
This method detects skin regions over the entire face image
be PC1+PC2, where PC1 is the previous left lip corner and PC2 is
and rejects most of the non face image aredetected and the
the previous right lip corner. For each column extending beyond
corresponding skin regions using the YCbCr segmentation.
both mouth corners, consider a vertical line (of height 15 pixels)
B. Eye Tracking
and find the darkest pixel on this vertical line, by using min
The most important factor which helps detect driverfatigue is
the state of eyes, i.e. open or closed. In the state Detected face R+G+B. The darkest pixel will generally be a pixel in the gap
between the lips. To determine where the lip corners are the
and the corresponding skin regionsof drowsiness, the eyelid
muscles subconsciously gravitate toaccelerate the process of system obtains,
going to sleep.The position of the driver's eyes are determined
f(x, y) =1/D(x, y)+1/I(x, y) ,
by using ViolaJones . Then the two eyes are separated using
edgedetection and in accordance with the symmetrical
@IJRTER-2019, All Rights Reserved
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objects to each clusters so that the sum of distances from each
where D(x, y) is distance of a pixel (x, y) from the closest
object to its corresponding cluster centroid, over all K clusters, is a
corner of the mouth, and I(x, y) is the intensity at (x, y). This
minimum. The objective function aims to obtain the minimum
will give a pixel that is close to the previous lip corner, and
distance between the classes, or basically between the image
that is not too bright. The function maximum is the lip corner.
pixels. The minimum function is defined in (1) and (2).
If this estimate is too far from the previous lip corner, the
c j = (xi |min( ||xi – xj|| )) (1)
second strategy for lip tracking, described next, is run. Abrupt
argmin ||cj – xj|| (2)
lighting changes or large head motion will cause the intensity
In equations (1) and (2) xi is ith pixel, xj is the center of class j and
approach to fail. For the second strategy, each darkest pixel is
cj are pixels belonging to class j. Classification of image pixels is
checked to see if there is lip color above and below it. The
based on the brightness intensity. Finally, a large part of the
search starts with the pixel closest to the previous lip corner
segmented area in the image demonstrates the exact position of the
and goes outward. Once there are no lip colored pixels
mouth and detects the yawning using the templates generated with
aboveand below each point, this is considered the lip corner.
K = 2 as illustrated . All the open and close templates are of fixed
If the second strategy fails then the third strategy is to
size 38x62.
reinitialize the system, as described above in section IV,
E. Training
running the connected component algorithm in the region
For training purpose 100 different templates are created for each
around where the lips were last.
type i.e. open and close for each of the eyes and the mouth and
their correlation is measured w.r.t to the (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) Fig.4
Mouth template generation process completely closed ones. The
feature vector is given in (3) which is normalized over the total
number of frames.
Feature = [LC RC MC TC]/TF (3)
In (3) LC, RC, MC and TC stands for results of correlation
Fig: Lip color predicate training. The first image is the original
coefficient template matching for left eye closure, right eye
image, the second shows the manually selected skin color regions,
closure, mouth closure and the total closure for both the eyes and
and the third shows automatically detected lip regions.
mouth. TF stands for total number of frames. For better real time
efficiency partially closed templates i.e. 30% - 50% closed are also
trained and assigned the label of close.

Fig. Skin color predicate training. The first image is the input image, the
second shows the manually selected skin regions, and the third
showsautomatically detected skin regions.

Fig. 3. Results from automatic eye and lip initialization

D. Yawning Detection
Another distinct sign of fatigue during driving, which is
manifested in a person’s face, is yawning that occurs due to
body reflexes when a person is tired and is about to fall
asleep. Once the regions of mouth area are found using Viola
Jones, the mouth region alone is segmented by K means
clustering and tracked using correlation coefficient template
matching . K means partitions the objects into K no. of
mutually exclusive clusters, so that objects in each cluster are
closest to each other, and farthest from objects in other
clusters. Each of the K clusters is characterized by its
centroid, or center point. The function K-means performs KMeans clustering, by using an iterative algorithm that assigns
@IJRTER-2019, All Rights Reserved

III. THE OVERALL ALGORITHM
An overview of the algorithm is given below. In the following
sections each step is discussed in detail.
1) Automatically initialize lips and eyes using color predicates and
connected components
2) Track lip corners using dark line between lips and color
predicate even through large mouth movement like yawning
3) Track eyes using affine motion and color predicates
4) Construct a bounding box of the head
5) Determine rotation using distances between eye and lip feature
points and sides of the face
6) Determine eye blinking and eye closing using the number and
intensity of pixels in the eye region
7) Reconstruct 3D gaze
8) Determine driver visual attention level using all
acquiredInformation.
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
A binary SVM classifier with a linear kernel is used for
classification. A 15fps 40M pixels camera is used for acquiring the
video frames using Matlab 2013. If the frames continue to exhibit
the drowsiness state for more than 3 seconds, an alarm is turned
on. The average accuracy (AAC), the detection rate (DR) and false
alarm rate (FAR) in accordance with equations (4), (5) and (6) has
been calculated. These three measures, which have been proposed
for evaluating the accuracy, indicate the acceptable performance of
the proposed algorithm in detecting the signs of fatigue in driver's
face at the time of driving. Where NTP, NTN , NFP and NFN are
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left. Head lowering prediction is also to be included with a
number of frames in which fatigue has been detected, failed
threshold. The accuracy drops by 8% with spectacles. In the future,
to detect fatigue, no sign of fatigue and the algorithm has not
efforts will be made to make the system rotation invariant.
detected any by mistake and no sign of fatigue but the
algorithm has detected some by mistake respectively. ROI is
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